Monday 22nd February

Remote Learning for
Golden Eagles
Core Learning

Reading / Story Time

Further Learning

PE and Wellbeing

Spelling

Maths / Mental Maths

Welcome Back Everyone!

Dyslexia Gold
Read Theory
Spellings (Check, Practice, Re-check)
Mental Maths
Maths Kahoot
Further Learning
Story

Reading & Spellings
Best effort Readtheory.org
Optional
●

DEAR

Best effort Dyslexia gold
● Book Review
Spelling Tutor
● Virtual Library

Spellings
Y4
Revision words from last term
1.
2.
3.

impossible
incorrect
immature

vein
weigh
weight
eight
neighbour
obey
weightless

MP3

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

+ WAV
files

Revision words

Y5/6

solemn
knowledge
subtle

Near homophones (similar sounds but
different spelling and meaning)

Words which have an ‘ay’ sound spelt
with ei eigh or ey
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If you are in Y5, please learn the first 10. If you are in Y6, or would like a challenge,
please learn 1-15.

9.
10.
11.
12.

led - past tense of lead
lead - heavy metal
ascent - noun the act of rising up
assent - verb to agree
bridal- describing something
linked to the bride at a wedding
bridle - reins for a horse
cereal - morning food
serial - adj from noun series so
something in an order
descent - (opposite to ascent)
dissent - opposite to assent
desert - arid and dry place
dessert - pudding

1.
2.
3.

face
race
place

Where the sound ‘u’ is spelt
with ‘o’
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

mother
brother
other
nothing
Monday
wonder
money

If you score 8/10 or more
on your initial test, try the
Y4 spellings instead.

Spellings
Y4
Give yourself an initial test to see
which words you may need to practise from
the list.

Give yourself an initial test to

Give yourself an initial test to

see which words you may need

see which words you may need to

to practise.

practise.

Write out any words which you misspelt 3
times - underline the vowels each time.
Check you understand the meaning of each
word and how they are different.

Write out any words which you misspelt 3
times - underline the vowels each time.

❏

Or

You can practise the spelling rule here too.

Write out each word, splitting it into
syllables.

Or

Play these games to practise the spelling rule

❏

Draw a picture to show the meaning
of the word and hide the word inside

Test yourself for the second time - can you
beat your initial score?

Or
❏

practice 3 times - underline the
common sound ‘o’

Use these words in sentence perhaps use WORD for your writing

❏

Write out the words that you need to

Write out the words, leaving _ where

Write each word out, splitting it into
each sound i.e.
M o n

ey

W o n d er

You could then write out the words,
leaving a gap for the vowel.

the vowels should be. Can you now go
back and add the vowels,
remembering what they are.

Can you now fill in the missing gaps
with the correct vowels?

Let the Battle of the Band
Commence!

Mental Maths
● Daily 10
● Mental Maths Train - To find the right level for you, the left
side is easier and progressively gets more challenging
● TTRS for 20 mins - Battle of the Bands
● Hit the Button - times tables
● Choose some different mental maths games
● Songs 3x
4x 6x 7x 8x 9x

Screen free: Mental Maths Games to play at home with your
family

Maths
Use full names and number each go Mrs Thom 1 (1st try)
Y4

Multiply 1 and 2 digits KAHOOT (4 mins per question)

Y5

Area and Perimeter Kahoot

Y6 Fractions (Simpler Questions and some from last
week)

Wellbeing
See how many of these activities you
can complete and colour them in once
you have done them.
Can you get 4 in a row in 2 days
Or for more of a challenge,
Can you get a full house in a week?

You might even decide to play this
with someone else in your family
and see who finishes first!

Why not create your own
Wellbeing Bingo which we
can share with the class
next week?

Monday LIVE Story time at 2.30
Listen to the pre recording here if you are
unable to make the live lesson.

The story is available in 2 different
audio formats.
Mp3

WAV

Wolverine

stench
noun
Unappealing smell
What synonyms can we think of for stench?

tendrils:
pursuit
Noun

noun
A tendril is something light and
thin, for example a piece of hair
which hangs loose and is away from
Chase
the main
What
otherpart.
words have the same root?
Synonyms:

1

thwang
noun
Noise of something being plucked.
What word class is this word?

quarry
tendrils:
noun

Noun

Someone
orissomething
who
is being
A tendril
something
light
and chased

thin, for example a piece of hair
Can you think of a synonym beginning with P?
which hangs loose and is away from
the main part.
Synonyms:

1

Submission
Please email your completed activities to our class email address
goldeneagles@cb-cepa.org by 3.30 pm, then I will aim to reply and feedback to
your work by the next working day.

You can take write answers on plain paper, take photos of your learning or write
on a WORD document and email that to me.

